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EXECUTIVE COURSES: ANSWERING THE SPACE SQUEEZE construction of executive courses as a means of retaining golf in high-population areas is a growing trend in the golf industry, these challenging courses can be a good revenue-producing part of an open space, green belt program/ by jerry claussen

THE EXECUTIVE WAY executive courses, though short on yardage, can be long on sales and services/ by douglas lutz

ALL IS NOT PERFECT IN PARADISE/ by vincent j. pastena

CUT DOWN YOUR INSURANCE PREMIUMS country clubs should examine local fire-fighting facilities and their own fire-prevention equipment, they could be costing clubs thousands of additional dollars in insurance premiums/ by john f. gleason jr.

THE GREEN CHAIRMAN: WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE SYSTEM? a green chairman takes a hard look at the office and sees a need for change and improvement/ by allan e. grogan

SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT: ARE YOU LIVING UP TO THE LAW? although not specifically cited, the golf course definitely is subject to the requirements of the law. each course administrator, then, must acquire knowledge of those standards pertinent to his area of responsibility/ by jack janetatos and ken emerson
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GRAU'S ANSWERS TO TURF QUESTIONS/ by fred v. grau